ZONE 1 PCMCA PLAYDOWNS  60+ (A EVENT)

BEGG
12:00
Jan 18/19
Ice 5
loser to A

CUSHON
3:00 PM
Jan 18/19
Ice 2
loser to F

ERRINGTON
12:00
Jan 18/19
Ice 3
loser to B

MCLEOD
also goes to H

MCLEOD
loser to B

DANDERFER
12:00
Jan 18/19
Ice 4
loser to C

JARZEBIAK
3:00 PM
Jan 18/19
Ice 3
loser to E

CANNING
12:00
Jan 18/19
Ice 2
loser to D

AABERG

WINNER A
ZONE 1 PCMCA PLAYDOWNS 60+ (B EVENT)

CUSHON

3:00pm
Jan 18/19
Ice 4
loser exits

ERRINGTON

CUSHON

4:00pm
Jan 19/19

AABERG

12:30
Jan 19/19
Ice 5
loser exits

AABERG

AABERG

WINNER B

9:00 AM
Jan 20/19
Ice 4
loser exits B

AABERG

WINNER A

NOTE: If B Winner is different than A Winner then Draw 6 is necessary at 12:30 pm.

DANDERFER

3:00pm
Jan 18/19
Ice 5
loser exits

CANNING

MCLEOD

4:00pm
Jan 19/19

CANNING

12:30
Jan 19/19
Ice 2
loser exits

MCLEOD

JARZEBIAK

loser exits

BEGG

CANNING

loser exits

CANNING

loser exits
ZONE 1 PCMCA PLAYDOWNS  WOMEN

**BELL**

12:30 PM  
Jan 19/19  
Ice 4  
*loser to A*

**GILES**

**GILES**

**BELL**

4:00 PM  
Jan 19/19  
Ice 3  
*loser exits*

**GILES**

**GILES**

**GILES**

**WINNER A**

Ice 2  
9:00 AM  
NOTE: If B Winner wins this game a second game is necessary to declare the winner at: 12:30

**GILES**

**WINNER B**

Ice 3

**GILES**

**GILES**

**GILES**

**GILES**